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Dear Ladies and Gentlemen,
BoostAeroSpace SAS Joint venture (BAS) provides a collaborative electronic platform called “AirCyber Catalog” shared between many industrial companies called “AirCyber Catalog users” in order to share and access insightful information regarding the cyber solutions used throughout
the Aerospace & Defense Supply Chain.
This "AirCyber Catalog" is providing two (2) different kind of access to the "AirCyber Catalog users" with regards of roles given by BoostAeroSpace and "AirCyber Catalog users" to the content of the electronic platform:
1. Role of Solutions (Products and services) Providers ("SP")
2. Role of Industrial Supplier ("IS")
Rule number 1: Catalog data is classified as BoostAeroSpace Industry Confidential – AirCyber Community
Information provided in this catalog is restricted to the users of the catalog, classified as BoostAeroSpace Industry Confidential level. Therefore, it must not be disclosed to a third party without prior consent of the data owner, nor send in clear text over Internet networks or network without restricted company access, nor printed without storage always in hands or in a safe. (please refer to BoostAeroSpace Industry
Confidential data classification and handling rules for exhaustive list of allowed and forbidden data handing
https://www.boostaerospace.com/documents/Informationclassification.pdf)
Rule number 2: Segregation of roles "SP" and "IS".
As the electronic platform enforce strict segregation between users having role of "SP" and users having role of "IS", all "AirCyber Catalog
users" must respect the segregation of information by not performing any action using the electronic platform that would not respect this
strict segregation by copying or disclosing catalog information between AirCyber Catalog users of the two (2) roles "SP" and "IS" or trying to
access information that shall not be given accessible (e.g. trying to bypass segregation mechanism in place, access controls, accessing other
users computers or credentials, etc.).
Some companies may have both users with "SP" roles and users with "IS" roles, like for e.g Industrial Suppliers having both business in AeroSpace manufacturing and Cybersecurity services, those users are not allowed to share information they would access on the electronic platform or provide "IS" role to and "SP" user.
Monitoring of users activity, Disciplinary sanctions and other actions:
Some activities like roles management, access granting, data download are monitored on the electronic platform to detect unauthorized access or violation of those rules, and you acknowledge that BoostAeroSpace have the duty to control your usage of the electronic platform, and
to communicate to all users any forbidden activity of any members in the interest of the good trust that users are providing to BoostAeroSpace to protect access to their data.
Violation of this policy may result in disciplinary sanctions including immediate deactivation of user access to BoostAeroSpace platform, as well
as possible deactivation of all users company accounts and, has BoostAeroSpace allow any solution provider to be referenced on AirCyber
Catalog, associated communication of company name on the list of forbidden access with details about the motivation of the banishment from
the catalog to other users. Additionally, individuals are subject to loss of BoostAeroSpace Information Resources access privileges, civil, and
criminal prosecution at the sole discretion of the data owner and/or BoostAeroSpace SAS Company.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT AND CONSENT
I acknowledge that I have received the BoostAeroSpace Acceptable use policy for AirCyber Catalog users. I understand that it is my responsibility to review this document. I understand that every employee, subcontractor, guest of any of the above is required to comply with the policies described in this document. I hereby consent to be governed by the terms of usage set forth in the Policy and agree to abide by such
terms.
I also understand that this policy may change at any time, as conditions warrant, and in that case, request my new approval when authenticating on the AirCyber Catalog portal.
When I have a concern about a possible violation of this Policy, I will promptly report the concern to BoostAeroSpace’s Security manager.
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